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Southern War Songs
Would you ever run off to join the army, leaving your family behind? That's what nine-year-old John Lincoln Clem does in
1861. Determined to fight for his country, Johnny sneaks onto a train filled with men from the 3rd Ohio Union Regiment.
Taken in by the older soldiers, Johnny becomes a drummer boy, and later, takes up his own musket. As the war rages on,
Johnny experiences the brutalities of battle as well as the rampant illness and gnawing hunger in between. But the most
dangerous part of Johnny’s journey is yet to come. Based on a True Story books are exciting historical fiction about real
children who lived through extraordinary times in American History. This title has Common Core connections.

The Yellow Wall Paper
This book shows you how to tap into the natural processes of language acquisition by adapting the teaching of language to
literature that children like to read. Children learn how text works through stories, songs, and poems that have meaning to
them.

American Military Heritage
For more than sixty years, the imagination of Ray Bradbury has opened doors into remarkable places, ushering us across
unexplored territories of the heart and mind while leading us inexorably toward a profound understanding of ourselves and
the universe we inhabit. In this landmark volume, America's preeminent storyteller offers us one hundred treasures from
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alifetime of words and ideas -- tales that amaze, enthrall, and horrify; breathtaking journeys backward and forward in time;
classic stories with the undiminished power to tantalize, mystify, elate, and move the reader to tears. Each small gem in the
master's collection remains as dazzling as when it first appeared in print. There is magic in these pages: the wonders of
interstellar flight, a conspiracy of insects, the early bloom of love in the warmth of August. Both the world of Ray Bradbury
and its people are vivid and alive, as colorfully unique as a poker chip hand-painted by a brilliant artist or as warmly familiar
as the well-used settings on a family's dining room table. In a poor man's desire for the stars, in the twisted night games of
a hateful embalmer, in a magnificent fraud perpetrated to banish despair and repair a future, in a writer's wonderful death
is the glowing proof of the timeless artistry of one of America's greatest living bards. The one hundred stories in this volume
were chosen by Bradbury himself, and span a career that blossomed in the pulp magazines of the early 1940s and
continues to flourish in the new millennium. Here are representatives of the legendary author's finest works of short fiction,
including many that have not been republished for decades, all forever fresh and vital, evocative and immensely
entertaining. This is Bradbury at his very best -- golden visions of tomorrow, poetic memories of yesterday, dark nightmares
and glorious dreams -- a grand celebration of humankind, God's intricate yet poignantly fallible machineries of joy.

The Singer/Random House Literature Series: Panoramas
Bradbury Stories
A Study Guide for Julie Orringer's "The Smoothest Way Is Full of Stones," excerpted from Gale's acclaimed Short Stories for
Students. This concise study guide includes plot summary; character analysis; author biography; study questions; historical
context; suggestions for further reading; and much more. For any literature project, trust Short Stories for Students for all of
your research needs.

Forever and the Earth
A Study Guide for Ray Bradbur's "The Drummer Boy of Shiloh"
From the winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature, Doris Lessing, a short story about a young boy’s coming of age.

The Boys of '61, Or, Four Years of Fighting
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A Medicine for Melancholy and Other Stories
Presents an introduction to the author's life and works and discusses at length eight of Bradbury's major novels.

Bloody Times
The advanced technology of a house first pleases then increasingly terrifies its occupants.

The Glory Field
Follows five generations of an African-American family, from the capture and enslavement of the first ancestor, through the
Civil War and the end of segregation, to a troubled cousin's reunion with his family. An ALA Best Book for Young Adults.
Reissue.

Ray Bradbury
The Little Drummer Boy
The Song of Hiawatha
A procession travels to Bethlehem, bringing gifts for the newborn baby Jesus. The little drummer boy comes along, although
he is too poor to bring a present fit for a king. Instead, he plays a song on his drum for the Christ Child. Within the little
drummer boy's seemingly simple gift lies the true spirit of Christmas. Ezra Jack Keats' vivid, jewel-toned artwork perfectly
illustrates this classic holiday carol. Music for the song appears at the back of the book. "Keats evocatively portrays this
story." -Publishers Weekly

Through The Tunnel
Though best known for The Red Badge of Courage, his classic novel of men at war, in his tragically brief life and career
Stephen Crane produced a wealth of stories—among them "The Monster," "The Upturned Face," "The Open Boat," and the
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title story—that stand among the most acclaimed and enduring in the history of American fiction. This superb volume
collects stories of unique power and variety in which impressionistic, hallucinatory, and realistic situations alike are
brilliantly conveyed through the cold, sometimes brutal irony of Crane's narrative voice.

The Stories of Ray Bradbury
New York Times bestselling author ofManhunt James L. Swanson creates anadaptation for young people of his adultbook
Bloody Crimes, a suspense-filledthriller that sheds light on two fallen leadersof the North and South. One man,
PresidentLincoln, assassinated, on his way to thegrave. Another man, the president of theConfederacy, Jefferson Davis, on
the run,soon to be sent to prison. Their actionsforever changed the history of a nation. Onthe morning of April 2, 1865,
Davis receiveda telegram from General Robert E. Lee.There is no more time—the Yankees arecoming, it warned. That night
Davis fledRichmond, setting off an intense manhuntfor the Confederate president. Two weeks later, President Lincoln
wasassassinated, and the nation was convincedthat Davis was involved in the conspiracy thatled to the crime. Lincoln’s
murder, autopsy,and White House funeral transfixed thenation. His final journey began when soldiersplaced his corpse
aboard a special trainthat would carry him home to Springfield,Illinois. Along the way, more than a millionAmericans looked
upon their martyr’s face,and several million watched the funeral trainroll by. It was the most magnificent funeralpageant in
American history. James L. Swanson captures the rivetingstories of these two influential men as theymade their last
journeys through the bloodylandscape of a wounded nation.

The Anthem Sprinters
A main selection in History Book-of-the-Month Club and alternate selection in Military Book-of-the-Month Club. In the spring
of 1862, many Americans still believed that the Civil War, "would be over by Christmas." The previous summer in Virginia,
Bull Run, with nearly 5,000 casualties, had been shocking, but suddenly came word from a far away place in the
wildernesses of Southwest Tennessee of an appalling battle costing 23,000 casualties, most of them during a single day. It
was more than had resulted from the entire American Revolution. As author Winston Groom reveals in this dramatic, heartrending account, the Battle of Shiloh would singlehandedly change the psyche of the military, politicians, and American
people--North and South--about what they had unleashed by creating a Civil War. In this gripping telling of the first "great
and terrible" battle of the Civil War, Groom describes the dramatic events of April 6 and 7, 1862, when a bold surprise
attack on Ulysses S. Grant's encamped troops and the bloody battle that ensued would alter the timbre of the war. The
Southerners struck at dawn on April 6th, and Groom vividly recounts the battle that raged for two days over the densely
wooded and poorly mapped terrain. Driven back on the first day, Grant regrouped and mounted a fierce attack the second,
and aided by the timely arrival of reinforcements managed to salvage an encouraging victory for the Federals. Groom's deft
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prose reveals how the bitter fighting would test the mettle of the motley soldiers assembled on both sides, and offer a
rehabilitation of sorts for Union General William Sherman, who would go on from the victory at Shiloh to become one of the
great generals of the war. But perhaps the most alarming outcome, Groom poignantly reveals, was the realization that for
all its horror, the Battle of Shiloh had solved nothing, gained nothing, proved nothing, and the thousands of maimed and
slain were merely wretched symbols of things to come. With a novelist's eye for telling and a historian's passion for detail,
context, and meaning, Groom brings the key characters and moments of battle to life. Shiloh is an epic tale, deftly told by a
masterful storyteller.

A Mystery of Heroism
Mahoney examines how the middle class from across the great West were transformed by years of recession and civil war.

The Veldt
"Marty and his best friend, Shiloh are on another adventure. Marty learns when a secret is too dangerous to keep, and that
hate can spread like fire"--

George the Drummer Boy
The Machineries of Joy
Ray Bradbury
Prentice Hall Literature
Two boys' lives are changed forever when a sinister travelling carnival stops at their Illinois town.

John Lincoln Clem: Civil War Drummer Boy
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Four one-act plays. For contents, see Author Catalog.

The Use of Literature Across the Curriculum
A volume of 100 top-selected stories by the iconic writer includes Martian tales, pieces inspired by life in Mexico and offbeat
reminiscences of a childhood in Green Town, Illinois. By the National Medal of Arts-winning author of Fahrenheit 451.

A Study Guide for Julie Orringer's "The Smoothest Way Is Full of Stones"
The Saturday Evening Post
Details each of Bradbury's writings from initial draft through various editions, providing sample pages showing Bradbury's
drafts and revisions and side-by-side sections of novels and short stories that compare the way Bradbury's work appeared
in different published sources.

Drummer Boy
A Shiloh Christmas
More than two hundred years ago, Boston belonged to the British. George was a drummer boy with the King's soldiers
there. He wanted to be friends with the people of Boston. But they did not like the soldiers. They shouted and threw things
at them. One night, George and the other soldiers were sent on a secret mission. They crossed the river and headed toward
Concord. George had no idea that this was the start of the American Revolution. In this I Can Read Book, Don Bolognese's
vibrant pictures capture the drama and humor of Nathaniel Benchley's exciting story.

Directions
In 1863 northwestern Georgia, an unlikely alliance forms between ten-year-old New York drummer boy Jeremy, fourteenyear-old Confederate Charlie, and runaway slave Dulcie as they learn truths about the Civil War, slavery, and freedom.
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Selection Support
It's a powerful combination of the world's best literature and superior reading and skills instruction! Prentice Hall Literature
Timeless Voices, Timeless Themes helps students grasp the power and beauty that lies within the written word, while the
program's research-based reading approach ensures that no child is left behind.

Something Wicked This Way Comes
A thirteen-year old boy lies about his age to join the Union forces during America's bloodiest war. No matter what happens,
a drummer boy in the Civil War must keep playing his drum to relay orders and rally spirits.

Driving Blind
Shiloh, 1862
A Study Guide for Ray Bradbur's "The Drummer Boy of Shiloh," excerpted from Gale's acclaimed Short Stories for Students.
This concise study guide includes plot summary; character analysis; author biography; study questions; historical context;
suggestions for further reading; and much more. For any literature project, trust Short Stories for Students for all of your
research needs.

The Saturday Evening Post Stories
Ray Bradbury is a painter who uses words rather than brushes--for he created lasting visual images that, once observed,
are impossible to forget. Sinister mushrooms growing in a dank cellar. A family's first glimpse at Martians. A wonderful
white vanilla ice-cream summer suit that changes everyone who wears it. A great artist drawing in the sand on the beach. A
clunky contraption made out of household implements to help some kids play a game called Invasion. The most marvelous
Christmas display a little boy ever saw. All those images and many more are inside this book, a new trade edition of thirtyone of Bradbury's most arresting tales--timeless short fiction that ranges from the farthest reaches of space to the
innermost stirrings of the heart. Ray Bradbury is known worldwide as one of the century's great men of imagination. Here
are thirty-one reasons why.Ray Bradbury is a painter who uses words rather than brushes--for he created lasting visual
images that, once observed, are impossible to forget. Sinister mushrooms growing in a dank cellar. A familys first glimpse
at Martians. A wonderful white vanilla ice-cream summer suit that changes everyone who wears it. A great artist drawing in
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the sand on the beach. A clunky contraption made out of household implements to help some kids play a game called
Invasion. The most marvelous Christmas display a little boy ever saw. All those images and many more are inside this book,
a new trade edition of thirty-one of Bradburys most arresting tales--timeless short fiction that ranges from the farthest
reaches of space to the innermost stirrings of the heart. Ray Bradbury is known worldwide as one of the centurys great men
of imagination. Here are thirty-one reasons why.

The Pedestrian
The Martian Chronicles
The incomparable Ray Bradbury is in the driver's seat, off on twenty-one unforgettable excursions through fantasy, time
and memory, and there are surprises waiting around every curve and behind each mile marker. The journey promises to be
a memorable one.

Stories, Songs, and Poetry to Teach Reading and Writing
One of Ray Bradbury’s classic short story collections, available in ebook for the first time.

From Hometown to Battlefield in the Civil War Era
The tranquility of Mars is disrupted by humans who want to conquer space, colonize the planet, and escape a doomed
Earth.

The Storm Before Atlanta
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